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Change in requirements

• The only update that is of any substance is the addition of the requirement of resilience of PNT solutions. This comes from new guidance from both IMO and IALA.

• Other updates are either confirmation of old requirements or editorials or clarification nature
The most important update is on IALA sources, this comes with the fact that IALA now is an international recognised organisation and can now issue standards. IALA as a consequence have issued standards, one that is of importance to the PNT solutions, that in general points at their older publications already in the sources list.

Important additions are that both IMO and IALA have added guidance on resilience of PNT solutions. These have been added to the sources list.

Other changes are only verification of sources or updates where there is a newer version of the documents.
Linking space to user needs

How to get in touch:

European Global Navigation Satellite Systems Agency

www.GSA.europa.eu

EGNOS-portal.eu

GSC-europa.eu

UseGalileo.eu

The European GNSS Agency is hiring!

Apply today and help shape the future of satellite navigation!